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Misrepresentation and its elements in Iran laws and Egypt.

Misrepresentation it means to describe falsely an idea, opinion, or the opinions of someone intention.

In addition, misrepresentation to confuse someone intention or hide her/his result.

Sometimes the said misrepresent come along both fraud and hide the truth and this issue occurs when the seller wants to fraud buyer and to indicate his goods falsely.(1)

Also in accordance to article 438 Iran civil code:

Says, misrepresentation meant an operational wich cause transaction to be deceived someone.

In deeds, in misrepresentation the component and conditions of the said definition must be taken, in spite of in Iran laws not to explain misrepresentation obviously.(2)

1)Page 545, Title 1893, critical journal, Penlivel.
Page 50, announce will, Sally.
Page 202, Title 179, volume 3, obligations of law, DR, AbdolRazagh Sanhoree.